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Foreword - Nothing prepared me for this
Louise Flynn and Martin Ryan
Suicide is devastating to those left behind. As the title of this book suggests,
even those with earlier experiences of loss feel unprepared for the complex and
overwhelming range of thoughts, feelings and reactions to this loss.

Meeting weekly for many months, the workshops stimulated the participants
to begin or continue to write about their experiences in various forms from
short stories, poetry, performance pieces through to creative non-fiction. This
work has now culminated in the pieces in this book. We hope in reading them
you will be enlightened, moved and ultimately come to understand more about
suicide grief from a group of people who are learning how to live with this
experience.

Adding insult to injury can be the less than adequate support provided by
friends and family as they struggle to know what to say and what to do. Many
people feel at a loss to understand why someone has ended their own life and
this can mean that simplistic explanations are settled upon as the cause. But we
know that suicide is complex with many factors contributing to an individual
taking this action.
Because suicide is still stigmatised families often feel blamed and responsible
for the death. Or they are faced with dealing with the judgements and criticism
about the person who died whilst they are stricken with grief at their absence.
Support After Suicide has, since July 2004, worked with people bereaved
by suicide as they try to work out how to live with this tragic, traumatic and
stigmatising experience. This has been done through counselling individuals
and families, facilitating groups and community education.
While these have been effective for many, one of the outcomes of the silence
that still surrounds suicide is that there is often great difficulty in finding words
for the experience. For some, writing about the experience of grief and the
person who died is a helpful and therapeutic experience.
And so, with the skilled and compassionate facilitation of Rebecca Lister, the
Nothing prepared me for this project was developed. This project sought to
find words and give expression to the often confusing, complex, contradictory,
deeply painful feelings and the relentless and troubling thoughts that
accompany this experience.
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One Sunday morning, 6.15, Spring
Ann
Nothing prepared me for this
though I felt it coming
in my bones
brooding, tumorous, rumbling
tornado
gathering pace
a fury
inside your soul
taking up the space where YOU once were
sticky oil spill of despair
sucking you up
Can’t look
won’t believe
not happening
to you
to us
The howl of death came
and time stood still
Ribbons of ibis curl through the sky
banjo frogs jam
blue tongue sunbakes
hay smells sweet
you became the earth you loved
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Monologue extract

She is the cat’s mother
Ruby

I’m 17. I’m still living at home. It’s the last day of term. We’ve all handed
in our last assignments. I’ve got my new shoes on. My first pair of stilettos.
I’m looking superhot I think, as I check out my reflection in the mirror. Skinny
jeans, tank top, black high-heeled boots. I teeter into Kevin’s room, knowing he
won’t give me the approval I need.
‘You look good, sis,’ he says.
‘Knock me over with a fucking feather,’ I reply. Coz that’s like metaphor and
shit and I like to sound smart around Kevin. I’m meant to sound sarcastic, but
I’m genuinely surprised.
‘You mean for real? Do I really look good?’ I can’t help asking after a bit.
‘You do, man. You’re beautiful.’
OK, I gotta leave before this shit gets anymore wack. I’m going out. I’m
going to my friend’s house for our end of term party. Kevin could’ve come, but
he doesn’t like parties much so I’m flying solo. Doesn’t matter.
This party is going to be Ah-Maze-Ing. It’s gonna be O for Orsum because
Miguel the Spanish Adonis is gonna be there, and he’s gonna see me looking
smashing in my new shoes. I’m at the party and the heady smell of weed
surrounds me. Miguel clinks two ice cubes into a glass and pours vodka over
them. Then he hands the glass to me! Notorious BIG is blasting out of the
speakers. Some of us girls get up on the table to dance.
Biggy Biggy Biggy can’t you see...
I sing the next line to Miguel,
Sometimes your words just hypnotise me.
And then I fall down, down into his arms, giggling. He catches me and puts
me gently on the couch. He rolls a spliff, which we smoke together and we talk
and the conversation is deep and witty and he’s laughing and I’m laughing.
Suddenly, I realise how wasted I am and it’s time to go home. I stumble up
our steep path, stilettos slung over my shoulder and drop into bed. The next
morning I wake up with a pounding headache. I want to see Kevin, to try and
figure out the night before. Like, if Miguel is actually into me. Kevin’ll know.
I tiptoe past the parentals and shove open his door. With one glance I see the
rumpled doona, the pillows that don’t show the shape of his head. On top of
them is the envelope, addressed to me, waiting for me.
‘Mum,’ I scream. ‘Mum, you have to come here.’
And then I sink into a pool of hungover despair.
12

Kayoh
If at first you don’t succeed,
try, try again.
She tried. She failed.
She tried again, she failed again,
she tried and tried
again and again. She failed.
She tried one last time.
She succeeded.
So, now she’s dead.
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That awful night
Harry
He set me free when he left but I didn’t appreciate that for a long time.
How could I possibly know?

Even now I can taste the horror, I can feel the horror, I can feel the horror always.
Every part of me embraced it. I can see the horror in my mind’s eye as I sit here.
Why wasn’t that part taken away when it dismantled my hopes and dreams?
Why couldn’t my heart have stopped beating and I could have caught up to
him on the next part of his journey and we could have been together again?

Something deep within my psyche buckled and fragmented when I opened his
door and I came face to face with his decision to leave; to shake off the temporal.

But then that moment passed too and I was back, a prisoner of the skin.

The absence of life transfixed me, held me in its icy grip; my mind was
dismantled.

Time started again and it started to move faster and faster, everything
accelerated and I was on my own with him.

So thorough was the damage that I cannot, more often than not, fully
appreciate what has gone, what was taken.

How could it possibly be?
Jeremy is dead and he doesn’t need his tea.

All I know is what I know now; I do not take anything for granted any more. I
was given the courage to endure, that which is beyond endurance.

I am left bereft, my journey began as his worldly tenure ended.

That moment my mind was wiped clean lasted forever. No longer will I be
mystified by being in the moment; I felt eternity as my thoughts crashed down
around me.
I was wishing, with all my being, that what I was seeing was not real; that it was
a macabre joke; a ploy to put me out of kilter.
As I was lost in this moment of timeless realisation and recoil, all my plans,
hopes and dreams evaporated like they hadn’t ever existed.
The moment came unstuck and I stepped back into the hour and I screamed.
There was a bestial cacophony swirling around my head; he’s dead, no he’s not,
he’s dead, no he’s not!
Please God don’t let him be dead!
How can I stop him from being dead?
How can I get him down?
I could not physically snap the nylon cord that had taken him to a place where
I couldn’t reach him.
14
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Day 2

Full moon bright
Anna

‘Do you have your asthma pump?’ my aunt asks, deep concern showing in her
eyes. I think ‘I don’t have fucking asthma!’ but nod slowly. I would get the same
question many times in the next few days. I give in and oblige, they have worn
me down and I dutifully suck in two breaths of the puffer. I can see relief all
round in my aunts’ faces. They’ve helped.
The ventolin increases my heart rate and makes me feel worse. What I
actually need is valium but I don’t say this for fear that someone would produce
one and make me take it. I can’t dull myself, I need to be present. My heart
continues to beat loudly and my breathing increases. The concerned eyes return
but at least now I can say, ‘I’ve taken it’.
It’s my sister Meg who makes me take a breath and hold it. She grips my
arm and looks me in the eye. ‘Pol, you’re freaking people out’. Her voice is
steady and strong. She is the rock we will lean on many times in the next few
weeks, remaining calm in the maelstrom of emotions that sweep over my
family. I forcibly slow my breathing and gain control. Looking around I check
on everyone, one by one. I know my husband and the other boys are outside,
finding some odd job to do, and Mum is at the table, surrounded by a swarm
of relatives and friends. With relief I see Bec is with our cousin Amelia, that’s
good, she won’t need rescuing. Meg walks over to join them and I look for
Sarah, checking over the room. I can’t see her and fear grips my stomach – I
should know where she is!
Then I see she’s outside as well, busy with the dog and her girlfriends.
They’re all alright but I feel anguished at the thought that I can count them all
but someone is still missing.
A relative or friend walks over with a cup of tea and concern, but I make my
escape, for a few minutes of solitude, before the next round of checks.

Gillian
it was a Monday night
full moon bright
she lay there still and silent
the sheet pulled up to her chin
one eye closed the other half open
her tongue, a small pink tip
protruding from her lips
she looked as if she were sleeping
a child again, my child
I kissed her forehead
cold, stone cold
I recoiled
why couldn’t she be warm
not like frozen meat on a slab
it was a Monday night
full moon bright
one moment
is all it takes
to turn the moon once beautiful
into something harsh and tainted
a city ragged at its edges
a walk in the park
turns into a nightmare
smile as if nothing touches you
listening not hearing
the sorrow of my tears
hidden away in the
deepest crevices of my being
it was a Monday night
full moon bright
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Imprint

Losing happily ever after
Pamela

Digger loves staying at Sue’s. The beach jogs and swims are sheer bliss for a
Labrador. Sleeping at Sue’s is heavenly. As the sun rises it kisses my cheek.
Nature’s alarm, the magpie chorus and Auntie Doris’s lumpy bed bring a mirror
of memories of childhood.
I wake with a jolt. My mobile, it’s 2 am, my heart is pounding. I hold
the phone away from my ear, and hear a tirade of jumbled jargon which I
unscramble to be Tom.
‘She’s done it again, she’s got someone else, I’m going to get that bloke.’
I scream, ‘Don’t do anything.’
‘I can’t stand it Mum, she messes with my head.’
Pulling on my clothes - ‘I’m on my way.’
‘Don’t come, I’m okay Mum.’
Peeling off my clothes I crawl back to bed. Agitation and despair wrecks me.
I call. ‘Tom, are you okay?’
‘Yeah Mum, I’m with Blake. See ya tomorrow.’
How much more can I take?
I relax my wrists, I uncurl my fingers, my chest is thumping, my body lies
limp. Morning arrives with a magpie song, the holiday seems a distant past. I
have an uneasy feeling. I often do. The uneasiness persists.
Dialling, it rings out, the screen turns off, battery flat. Panic sets in.
Travelling to Tom’s, I turn the music to a roar.
My fists frantically bash his door, I fumble for keys.
‘Tom, it’s me.’
There’s an imprint on his bed, his cap is on the pillow.
‘Tom, Tom, where are you?’
Terror takes hold as I run through the house.
Tom is in the garage, but he’s gone.
In hindsight I could never protect Tom from himself.
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Lynne
The sun shone in a world bright with possibility.
I walked the streets with head held high, glorying
in each new moment of rosy anticipation.
Life was a gift, exciting and brimming with love,
senses drunk with fragrant blossoms and colour.
Wherever I looked birds seemed to warble among
new leaves on trees - and people smiled.
I’m told the streets are still the same
yet I can see no smiles and no birds sing
I dare not raise my eyes for fear I’ll see
a noose; a corpse; a yawning chasm.
Was this how you felt, my love
when you could bear it no more?
Were your streets this bleak
your future stark and torturous,
devoid of hope?
How shall I live in a world empty of you?
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With force
Marike
Mike stepped out of the shower. Grabbing the towel off the back of the door,
he caught a glimpse of his back in the mirror. The mole was growing, black
and menacing like a storm, brewing for well over a year now. He knew it wasn’t
great. In fact it was probably much worse than ‘not great’. Throwing on his
t-shirt and shorts and jogging down the stairs, he told himself he would get it
checked out, perhaps when he was done with this next contract, when things
had slowed down a bit. He picked up his keys, kissed the kids and wife goodbye, and headed to work.
George sat upright in his single bed staring at the telly in the corner. He
wondered how his wife and kids were. The meds from this morning had started
to kick in. He felt nauseous. Perhaps that was a price he had to pay though. The
doc hadn’t liked his prognosis. Said there was a 70% chance his illness would
lead to death. On top of this, the doc said the drugs would probably make him
much worse before they made him better. Great, he thought, how on earth
could he feel worse than he already did? But he had to try, he thought, he had
to get better. What he was going through right now simply wasn’t living.
It was a Thursday when Mike’s life came to end. It had been so sudden, the
guys at work had only just cottoned on that something was up, and then he was
gone. When they heard what had happened there was a sense of anger amongst
his colleagues: how could he have been so stupid? He had known about that
ugly black thing for over three years and had done nothing. How could he have
done that to his family, to his friends? It just didn’t seem right. It was so fucking
selfish.
On Monday George’s work mates sat having their smoko when the boss came
over. ‘Fellas, I’ve got some bad news.’ He said. ‘Georgie didn’t make it. Died last
night, just couldn’t hold on any longer. But my fucking word did that guy fight.
Five years of hell on earth. I guess it just got the better of him in the end.’
The boys sat in silence. Their mate had finally lost his battle. It was so
fucking unfair. He had so much life to live, his young family, his wife. The
illness had taken it from him. It just didn’t make sense. They were gutted.
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Emily knew it was the Coroner’s report well before she opened the
envelope. She felt sick. It stated that her husband Mr Mike Einfield’s melanoma
had been malignant and had reached stage four skeletal metastasis. Metastasis
of the bone. This had been the cause of his death. Emily was distraught, how
could she have let this happen? If only she had detected her husband’s illness
earlier. If only he had gone to the doctor. If only she had known. Now it was
too late, he was gone. The illness had taken him. With force.
Meredith sipped her tea and looked at the pages of the report. Mr George
Talbot had died of asphyxiation, a result of terminal depression. These words
would never bring peace, she knew this in absolute certainty. She also knew
they had fought long and hard against his illness. They had rallied against those
menacing clouds that gathered on the horizon dispelling his hope. But in the
end the storm had won out. The illness had taken him. With force.
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A rampaging mind

Curtain call

Kieran

Harry
We sat down blissfully unaware that this would be our
last Christmas Dinner together. The room itself was stark,
the festive decorations seemed incongruous. It warmed
our hearts that Jeremy was there, we knew he was making
an enormous effort. He had told his brother years earlier
that Santa was dead. He talked quietly and politely; nursed his drink.
We relished his company. The fare wasn’t memorable; we all
wore our paper hats from the cheap crackers. His was set
at a jaunty angle. Jim finished eating first, he concentrated on fashioning
a paper aeroplane from his menu; Jeremy considered his efforts
benevolently and smiled. Sensing that we were not far off leaving
he quickly fashioned one from his menu. It looked unassuming.
Outside Jim ceremoniously launched his. It flew up smoothly
enough; gravity intervened - it fell back to earth. We looked
expectantly at Jeremy. With a deft flick of the wrist his
cut the air like a knife, it did not deviate, it soared. It found its
cruising altitude flawlessly and off it went. We marvelled, he smiled.
I believe that somewhere it is still on course up in the stratosphere.
Jeremy was dead before January ended, gravity intervened again.

A rampaging mind
like a self generating drug
compromises the rational thought
and erodes the balance of the decision
taking me down a path of terminal destruction
found beyond a place of no return

Distractions
Kieran
Midnight maintenance of those
long time squeaking window winders.
Remove the skim of clean fluff
from the hidden pelmet tops.
Rearrange the cups and plates
so that one more cup will fit.
Tidy the shoe cupboard so they all stand
uncomfortably upon each other’s toes.
Anything, just anything but
face the dark truth and reality of life’s demise.

Anticipation
Kieran
Anticipation of a noted occasion
causes angst in the parental soul.
Deliberate, if or not to commemorate
without a loved one to behold.
It may appear uncanny or even perhaps unkind.
But I didn’t have a say the day
you engraved that date on my mind.
22
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After

Nothing prepared me to be a parent
Penny

After his birth
milestones measured passing time:
two days, nine weeks, thirteen months,
five years.
Christmas, anniversaries.
After he died, the same, but slowly,
crawling on my knees.

Lynne
I look into your wide open eyes as you lie in my arms, your head heavy against my
breast and I wonder how I came to lose you twice.
There is no textbook for parenting. It is at best a case of hit and miss fumbling
blindly in the dark, yet the responsibility for the eventual outcome makes it the most
important task that we will ever undertake.
The nurse placed you in my arms for the first time forty years ago and I cuddled
your small fragile body, your head cradled protectively against my heart. You were my
firstborn son and as I gazed into your beautiful green eyes that looked deep into my
soul I vowed that I would love and protect you forever.
I was totally in awe of what your father and I, two very ordinary people, had
created through our love.
Delighted, I watched you develop from a smiling baby to a sunny inquisitive
toddler. You sat on your grandfather’s lap as he read Rupert Bear to you and answered
your questions. I smiled as I watched two of my favourite people share my love of
reading and each other.
We took you to the local bunny park when you were five years old and I will never
forget the sight of the eager, determined, red faced little boy running all morning
trying to catch a bunny to hold. The bunnies were too fast for you and I expected you
to give up, but eventually you walked proudly towards us, a smile of delight on your
face and a fat slow bunny in your arms.
I cried when you were accepted at a university too far away for me to be a part of
your daily life. I phoned you every Sunday until you met the girl you married and I
was no longer the woman in your life.
As you moulded your life to hers I realised I had lost my little boy. While I
rejoiced that you had found your mate I still missed the special years when I had been
everything to you.
In the weeks before you died we talked as we had not done in years. You were
ill and my vulnerable little boy was back. I drowned in your pain as I watched you
deal with issues that you could not resolve. I could not protect you. Your wife and
I bonded in our concern for you as we helplessly watched you wrestle with your
demons.
Once more you lie cradled in my arms. Your head rests heavy against my breast. I
rock you as I look into your calm yet lifeless eyes that seem to bore into my soul and
wonder how I came to lose you twice. What happens next? How can I fill the gaping
void your death has left in me?
Nothing prepared me to be a parent and nothing ever prepared me for this.

At the Coroner’s
I took a lock of hair
and I went back to the living.
At the funeral
a friend who’d lost his daughter, said
‘It won’t get any better.’
Christmas, anniversaries.
The river invites me, come,
let my waters enfold you
end the memories of pain.
Christmas, anniversaries.
I still catch glimpses in the street
of him, and force myself to know
that he is ashes.
The road is endless. Small white pebbles
stick in my sandals,
in my mind.
Beside the road
gum trees grow, and small green plants
in every shade from lime to olive.
Christmas, anniversaries.
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Death of a daughter

The double edged sword
Gillian

Dead, you say she is dead
how can this be?
I have watched her from infancy
grown with her, shared with her
fought with her, triumphed with her.
I gave my very soul for her
and now, and now
you tell me she is dead.
Go! Go!
I do not want you in
my sight or hearing.
No breath coming from her body
her soul gone?
WHERE? WHERE?
I was not there for her, not protecting of her
I could not enter into the depths
of her darkness.
Did I not love enough?
Was she so distant from me?
So many questions
no answers, no answers.
Yet once in a while, once in a while
I smile through my tears of grief.
My mind won’t let me grieve
not yet, not yet.
I have cried so many tears
tears of grief, of self pity, of guilt.
Now the tears don’t come
instead there is a knowing
that by denying life, she embraced death.
My heart now holds a steady beat
beating out her life, her death, her rebirth.
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Harry
it is so much easier to consider inequality and indifference
it is so much easier to rail against fascism
it is so much easier to compile inventories
it is so much easier to fantasise
it is so much easier to just walk around in circles
than it is to consider the emptiness that my son left behind
it is so much easier to write fairy stories
it is so much easier to swim
it is so much easier to pillory the system
it is so much easier to procrastinate
it is so much easier to be angry
than it is to consider how he left me and how I found him
it is so much harder to acknowledge his loss
it is so much harder to keep him close
it is so much harder to accept his absence than it is not
it is so much harder to live without help
it is so much harder to ask for it
it is so much easier to pretend to be fine
than it is to admit to being broken
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The mask
Lynne
The first thing that people noticed about John was his smile that seemed to
stretch from ear to ear. He was the life and soul of any party.
John had smiled for as long as he could remember. His belief was that if you
smile at people they smile back at you and that helps to make your day better.
He was conscious of how many people were struggling with their everyday
problems and it helped him to think that his cheerful repartee might ease the
journey of a fellow traveller. He was happy and secure, giving and receiving love,
his only worries the everyday challenges of his job and making ends meet each
month.
Until the day he was confronted with the macabre sight of his son hanging
from a beam in his home.
Time stood still. Life as he knew it ceased to exist. Shock, grief and an
overwhelming smothering sense of guilt and desperation had annihilated it.
The wails and shouts that spewed from his mouth seemed to emanate
from somebody else, an onlooker at the scene, and frightened him with their
intensity.
He wore his grief to the funeral, a scratchy heavy overcoat on a sweltering
day. He sobbed brokenly in the front row, facing the coffin which held his love,
joy and hope for the future.
Friends and colleagues shook his hand awkwardly, unsure of the right words
for an occasion like this, eager to get it over with and return to their lives.
Seeing him so broken left them uneasy and strangely fearful.
He dredged up the energy and returned to work. His footsteps dragged as
he entered his office building.
A week later he realised that a short period of mourning was acceptable. His
closest colleagues talked too loudly and watched over him, fearful that he might
suddenly break out of his prison. With his now sharpened senses he noticed
people taking a different route to avoid speaking to him. Their discomfort was
depressing and confronting.
He felt strange, an outsider, no longer welcome in polite company while
wearing his cloak of mourning.
What does one say to a man whose life has been shattered, what words of
28

comfort should be spoken? There are no guidelines.
John noticed that at first people avoided him and then as time passed
it became impossible to approach him. He retreated into his shell. People
withdrew even more when confronted by his aloof demeanour.
Eventually he could not live with the alienation and loneliness initiated by
his loss.
He found the mask with happy smile and wore it to the office. The sense
of relief was palpable. The old John was back and life could return to normal.
His friends and colleagues crept slowly back into his space.
At night as John walked through his front doorway he would drop his smile
in a crumpled heap at his feet.
He shuffled with stooped shoulders and slack jaw to the kitchen to make a
cup of tea and endure his new real life.
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Just another day
Gillian
Sitting in a café in Lygon Street
reading The Age sipping latte
a mother alone without her daughter
nowhere to run nowhere to hide

children crying for their mothers
fathers grieving their dead sons
how many do we have to lose?
hopes cast on the funeral pyre of time
fathers grieving their dead sons
unwashed blood on our hands
hopes cast upon the funeral pyre of time
our souls unsoiled rest in peace

reading The Age sipping latte
God’s on our side destroy this evil
nowhere to run nowhere to hide
rivers of blood run through our cities

nowhere to run nowhere to hide
a woman alone without her daughter
reading The Age sipping latte
sitting in a café in Lygon Street

God’s on our side destroy this evil
clouds turn dark under a shining sun
rivers of blood run through our cities
how many dead how many injured
clouds turn dark under a shining sun
my pasta dry my latte’s cold
how many dead how many injured
hospitals full of innocent people
my pasta dry my latte’s cold
a man alone without his son
hospitals full of innocent people
no one cares for what it’s worth
a man alone without his son
photos held high in the sky
no one cares for what it’s worth
is there service in this place?
photos held high in the sky
children crying for their mothers
is there no service in this place?
how many do we have to lose?
30
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Are you absolutely sure she’s dead?

European green
Elizabeth

I come into the large frigid room.
They have already brought you into our own little room together.
Just you and me.
Your scalp still smells like you are alive. Your nose is all red. I sniff your hair,
like I used to do every night before I’d say goodnight to you.
I talk to you through tears. This was the only way you could get any real rest.
Rest from your rugged howling nightmares. I keep talking and sniffing.
The last vestige of contact I can ever have with you.
‘Can you hear me Ix?’
Your cold skin. Been cold for two days now.
I ask the woman sitting behind the glass partition. She’s making sure I don’t try
to take you with me.
‘Are you absolutely sure she’s dead?’
‘Yes’ she nods.

Penny
You see it first in the train from Heathrow the intense fresh green of deciduous trees
in Spring. By contrast, the Underground is chaos
close, crowded, smelly, hot, not
the cheap convenient buzzy ride of memory.
Jesus Green and Midsummer Meadow
welcome ducks, visitors, beer-festival fans
who queue all afternoon to drink all
night in the sweet leafy Cambridge air.
On the oval where, a new mother,
I dreamt of airplane crashes, panic-stricken
that flying home would lead me to disaster
unable to protect my child from death,
the chapel stands, its stained glass windows
holding close this image:
myself at twenty five, when life is still
to happen. In the sandpit, covered now
by asphalt, children’s toys lie buried
with the soft butterfly wings of memory.
I don’t yet know the many forms that Life
will take, insistent as new leaves,
as grass, as water following its path, as a man
driven by pain to seek out his own end,
Back at the farm, the river gums
persist - weary, brown, drought-beaten,
sustained by the memory
of subterranean water.
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Obvious

Chores
Kieran

If I could only have grasped then what I see today
life would be different in such an obvious way.
Road signs erected of the pending devastation
images blocked of the terminal destination
alarm bells ringing but the toll echoed later.
This sorrowful end, the hurt can’t come greater.
If I could only have grasped then what I see today
life would be different in such an obvious way.
I’ve turned back the hours and relived the close times
but it sets the clock ticking with harrowing chimes.
Possession of the key to wind it along
perhaps a love, a life I would have prolonged.
If I could only have grasped then what I see today
life would be different in such an obvious way.
No lessons have schooled me for this torment so rife
who was to know the difference would be life
who could foretell the dark times ahead.
If we were so learned, would they be dead?

Kayoh
I would have done the dishes,
I would have washed the clothes,
I would have let her watch Grey’s Anatomy
instead of watching what I wanted.
I would have gone for walks with her,
I would have been happy when she met a man
I would have talked to her more
I would have hugged her more.
And I would have told her how much I love her
instead of being the self-conceited teenager I was back then.
It’s the small things
that suddenly seem so big.
Because maybe if I did these things,
she would have stuck around.
But hindsight has taught me that,
if I had done these things,
she would have still been depressed.
And that nothing I could have done,
would have changed anything.

No lessons have schooled me for this torment so rife
who was to know the difference would be life.
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The knock on the door

A shilling short of a pound
Marg

Hindsight haunts us all in a suicide but we are human, not perfect. You think
and do what you can to assist in a major happening immediately. Don’t wait.
Waiting can bring disaster.
There was group of girls aged 18. These girls helped two of their friends
who had a mental illness. Having fun together, dancing, drinking together,
going to the footy: all the normal activities young people do.
As the years progressed things did not improve, but deteriorated with little
adequate assistance from the mental health system. These two girls had a life.
They were both pretty, held good working positions, were great company,
tennis players, horse riders. But they also had a life of long long sufferings
and they could not cope with the awful demons who surrounded and haunted
them.
It seems that no matter how careful or protective we all were of these
beautiful girls, there was no hope for them to survive. I say that with hesitation
as I don’t really believe it. The walls of the system were just too high to beat,
they seemed to make these special people more sick and tortured, and to break
their spirit. This happened with my beautiful girl. There was nothing left of the
original personality. There was no personality.
Understanding that it was inevitable that life would have to end for them,
one still sees the small things that created mountains for them.
We have all learnt in this group that this was to happen. Life presents us
with many mysteries that we are not prepared for, but you can never afford to
let your guard down. I did that one night. I knew what was going to happen
and I could not stop it, I lost control of the situation. I asked and screamed for
help from the hospital, Vic Rail, but no one would help. There was nothing I
could do but wait for the knock on the door.

Elizabeth
‘A shilling short of a pound.’
‘What did you say?’ Brad asked.
‘Not a bad sort of a kid.’
‘That’s not what you said!’ Brad brassed.
‘What do you think we just said?’
‘A shilling short of a pound,’ Brad replied.
‘Well, if the shoe fits,’ Human Services said.
‘That’s what I reckon you did,’ Brad sighed.
‘What do you want us to say?
That you, Brad, deserve a medal?’
‘You could give me the time of day!’
‘And leave ourselves high and dry in the saddle?’
‘You, Human Services, took my little girl away!’
‘You deserve it you junkie, you’re a farce!’
‘You won’t try or give me one more day?’
‘You know we look after our arse!’
‘That’s it, isn’t it?’ Brad choked
‘I can’t see my girl in case I stuff it up.’
‘Well you know Brad, it’s Friday, we’ve got our fires stoked,
we can’t trust you not to fuck it up!’
‘When it all boils down Brad, the die is cast
we’re sure gunna protect our collective arse!!!’
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No blame

Nothing prepared me for this
Kieran

There is no blame for what has happened.
We trundle on, our energy sappened
Point no fingers of fault, nor blame.
In life or death, it’s never the same.
Who would know what would unfold?
The version of truth remains untold
What if ? and should are all in vain,
a guilt burdened mind intensifies the pain.
Quell any anger and compromise A thought for those whose loved one died.

Anna
Bits and pieces of broken memories
stare back at me from all your pictures
and now all I can think is
nothing prepared me for this
no warning growing in my mind
no sense of running out of time
you’re gone and I am left behind
nothing prepared me for this

Signals
Kieran

and I never thought I’d feel like this
never knew how much I’d miss your kiss
it’s true that ignorance is bliss
nothing prepared me for this
the world should stop and the sky should fall
and did I even know you at all?
what I’d give for one more day
to tell you I love you and make you stay

Body language not content
subtle signals softly sent
photo shoots and laughs aloud
knowing later we’d be proud
no future plans nor nights of fun
uttered words of the setting sun
desperate signals that you sent
expressions of your dark intent
a departing note in pen you scribed
your love for all you did not hide
conversations in my mind
all the answers I’ll never find

you didn’t know and you’re not to blame
I hear the same placations over again
but my heart is broken all the same
nothing prepared me for this
and I never knew how much I’d miss
your smile, your laugh, your touch, your kiss
and now all I can think is
nothing prepared me for this
Ann

Mist envelops the valley
Cow’s breath adds to it
Warm beneath its skin
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nothing prepared me for this
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Maybe

The puzzle

Kayoh

Pamela
A baby boy created with love. Pieces to the puzzle of his life lay before me.
Two years passed so quickly but I was aware of Tom’s struggle. I nurtured
and guided him through the hazy maze as he pondered and tried to make
sense of the world. Slowly pieces dropped into place, but they sat awkwardly.
Entwined in a mother’s love was a thought, something is wrong with the one I
love.
Cruel, piercing eyes, criticising and questioning my mothering, wounded my
heart. School was a nightmare, meeting with the scowls and frowns as I stepped
on nasty school turf. I crept into the school ground like a timid wee mouse,
cringing at the thought that anyone might speak to me. I would find my love
hiding away from the world. He was frightened of life. My heart whispered, the
one you love is missing a piece to his puzzle of life.
I begged health professionals for guidance and care. They were deaf to my
pleas and hence failed my plight. Pieces were tumbling and jumbling as I cried
rivers of pain and rejection. I was Tom’s voice, his eyes to the world, his ears
to sound. Helpless and powerless I frantically searched for vital clues to those
next few pieces. The clock ticked by with a thunderous din, time became my
enemy.
Pieces lay dormant in the box, never seeing the light of day.
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I have found that when I talk about it,
people act differently.
There’s an awkward silence,
or an expression of pity,
or a change of subject
with the hint of it still lingering.
People don’t know how to react
to the news that a loved one can die that way.
I probably wouldn’t be able to comprehend it either.
For a long time I was stuck questioning,
should I talk about it or should I not?
When I talked, I wished I hadn’t,
when I didn’t talk, I wished I had.
I realise now why I want to talk.
It’s not so they feel sorry.
It’s not so that maybe they will understand.
It’s so that it will seem less real to me.
And maybe if I talk about it,
it will stop being my reality.
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The oak

Doctor doctor
Pamela

I slumber on a fiery summer’s day, resting my weariness by her brawny trunk
sharing the comfort of her swaying jade cascade
memories of nights with fairytales wrapped in her caress
if I’d had a crystal ball I could have changed what was to come.
I slumber in her emerald, orange, fire and sun, a carpet of the fall
memories of acorn babies, calling them by name
matchless boxes, beds of cottonwool keeping babies safe
if I’d had a crystal ball I would have called for time to halt.
I slumber from the window box my frosty breath does warm
relentless icy chills persist, as they greet her dormant naked limbs
she holds no beauty of her past as wild winds whip the night
memories of snuggles and toasting mallows, by a roaring blaze
if I’d had a crystal ball I would have cried for him to stop.
I slumber by her lofty limbs, as mother flutters to her hungry brood
downy feathers catch the wind and make their way to rest
apple blossoms give a gift, a sweet bouquet of nature’s scent
memories of feeding lambs and daffodils waltzing in the breeze
if I’d had a crystal ball I would have prayed to God,
‘please, give my baby back’.
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Ann
Oh my god you’ve killed my man
filled him up with Atovan
made him sick, made him drowsy
made him plumped and feeling lousy
Diazepam made him weep
made his wondrous soul delete
Aropax promises you never kept
a perfect brain they intercept
Zyprexa, Zanax, Zoloft fix
Prozac, Effexor, Endep mix
Lovan, Lithium, Largactil shake
derailment with each sorry intake
his legs a fidget
his mind a quake
no sleep if he takes it
but can’t stay awake
there’s plenty more we can try
so many choices to help him die
chemicals colonise his soul
key no longer fits the hole
prescriptions written all for naught
made the life force slack and taut
you sit there pushing pen to paper
observing, learned, bow-tie caper
How many did you lose this week?
Big-Pharma dealer, lying cheat
went to you with a damaged foot
Expertise? Answers? What was put?
Big Pharma has a different way
to make the pain go away
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Adrift
Marike
I have charted these murky waters over a thousand times
when my head held high, when my thoughts more kind.
Yet now my head is heavy and my mind so slow
it navigates a terrifying expanse where hope no longer grows.
If only to have my bearings. If only to see some land.
Daughter, surely by now I hope you understand.
Today I make a choice. I believe it is for you
perhaps with a buoyant mind, there would be more that I could do.
Yet my sky bears no bright starlight, my horizon is bereft of hope
so removing this labored breath seems the only way left to cope.
I was the captain, but this ship is sinking, let my vessel become safe land.
Daughter, surely by now I hope you understand.
There is no place for words, what on earth could a skipper say
that might ease the coming fear, that might calm the nearing dismay.
Please hear me one final time over. I am doing this all for you
for my tempest has been unyielding, I have abandoned, while you have crewed.
I would love to have stayed for longer, but this is my final command.
Daughter, surely by now I hope you understand.
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For Nellie
Tony
I used to watch her fly on the ice.
Stick in hand, eyes on puck
A little Nellie-packet of determination and speed.
Darting, weaving, crashing through,
fearless, graceful, majestic, tough.
Freedom in motion.
A soaring joy of being.
How I loved to watch,
to be involved from the side.
I see my own father watching me in my youth
for as play connected us, protected me
it too, connected me to Nell.
It too protected her.

And so:
I always thought her sport would save her.
I was wrong.
Somehow the storms grew too strong
somehow she lost her place
and became unprotected and lost.
She stopped playing after her body declined
and her mind had lost its adventure.
She stopped playing after her heart was broken
and her spirit could no longer soar.
She stopped playing
and I felt such fear.
What would save her now?
For I always thought her sport would save her.

And how she loved to play.
How distant were the troubles and tears,
when skating and chasing and surrendering to none.
Here was a place where no dark night was welcome.
Here was a place where darkness seldom came.
Here was her place, she had found it
and I loved to be here with her.
I remembered when I would run and jump and kick
when I too loved the thrill of the contest, the challenge.
And as the storms of youth would gather around me
I felt immune on the field, protected and strong.
I knew who I was, I knew where I wished to be.
No crisis of being , just a love for the game;
just a love for life to be drawn upon,
When waves came crashing in.
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The date

Baggage

Alex

Kayoh
Everyone has baggage, including my mum.
Domestic violence, divorce, depression, disownment.
The day she passed away,
was the day she stopped carrying her baggage.
On that day, I saw her bags
and picked them up.
Domestic violence, divorce, depression, disownment
and now, death, DHS child protection.
I know I don’t need to carry these bags.
I chose to do it.
My mum’s bags are my bags.
And I will put this baggage in my closet,
when I’m good and ready.

Kayoh
Hear “Land Down Under”
It was her favourite song
I know she is near.
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On a warm Monday evening a man purchases a ticket for himself and his wife,
before climbing the stairs and entering the cinema. The man’s hand shakes a little
with old age, spilling pieces of popcorn from the full cup onto his wife’s seat. He
likes to sit quietly so that he can see her getting organised, preparing for the dark;
removing her coat and folding it neatly, getting her bag in order. Sometimes, during
the film he still likes to reach across for her hand or arm, like sweethearts on a first
date.
The lights go down, and the silence is heavy. For a brief moment darkness hides
everything. Thoughts become separated from bodies. Then slowly, moving images
begin to flicker across the large screen. Light dances upon the old man’s face, and
on the empty seat beside him. When he reaches out for his wife’s hand, his fingers
feel only the vacant fabric of a deserted chair. Every trace of her is gone; her coat,
her bag, her life. A violent slipping-away in the night. He is alone, and left to imagine
what horror has occurred. Should he ask the usher to search with her torch? He
wants to search everywhere because surely love cannot just vanish. In the grey
half-light, he gathers enough strength to rise and carry himself out of the cinema.
Perhaps one day he’ll stay for the film, and the one after that. One day he will be
unable to move, unable to walk out of the cinema without her again, like he does
every Monday night.
Tonight though he must return home, take the torch down from its place on
the shelf, and search for his love. This has become his sole purpose, his life’s work,
his undertaking. He shines the torch into the wardrobe, but finds only lifeless
clothes hanging there, above ladies’ shoes lined up in neat rows gathering dust. He
looks to the back of the pantry, where old cakes invite the mould in. Frantically, he
searches under the bed, in the cupboards, behind the couch, in the attic, delving
into all the private spaces of their life together. Everything he finds is useless now.
Beaten, fatigued and with nowhere else to search he turns the torch on himself.
Looking down at his lonely body, he confronts it for the first time since the year
and the date that he lost love. Captured in the light, he is naked and luminous. The
light penetrates his skin and muscle, reflecting off his very bones.
Then darkness dresses him again, and he hears the gentle whirring of a film
projector. Light dances from the torch onto the space of his body and two figures
flicker into life. There she is, his love so lucid. They are dancing, holding each other,
his wife is laughing and talking. He knows that he has not only found love within,
but the strength to always bear that torch of loss and love, alone.
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Where is the road map?
Penny
Where is the road map?
Here are the mountains of desperation
Mt Buggery, Mt Despair, Mt Heartache.
Here the endless Plain of Waste,
of struggling to comprehend.
Where do I turn, to avoid the mountains,
to find a path through the mocking desert?
Where is the landing ground, the boat
to release me from the Sea of Guilt?
The navigational chart, the bridge
over the River of Anger, turbulent, constant,
whose deadly current drags me under,
all breath expelled, and casts me up,
howling.

Where is the script?
Where is the calendar?
Where is the guidebook?
Will I ever be happy again? Trust again?
What is normal?
How will I live now?
What should I do with all this emotion?
All this love.

Where are the signposts? Fingers, pointing:
this way to sorrow, regret, relief, despair
denial, pain, interspersed by moments
of brief respite. Then renewed guilt
for so carelessly, thoughtlessly, smiling
in a moment of sweet release.
Who can take my hand and say, Yes,
this is the way.
Where is the compass? The reference points?
This is virgin territory, wilderness.
No path but that I make myself, hacked,
inch by inch, alone. This path, unique to me.
Others walk their own paths, sometimes we meet,
cross paths, journey some way together.
Together but alone.
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Spectrums of light

The power of love

Alex

Harry
Love is the glue, the magic, the medicine, the music, the sustenance.
Love is what binds me to the earth, wraps me up in its infinite machinations.
The absence of love is a world lacking in colour, depth, definition and laughter.
Holding on to the capacity to love I have become better acquainted with the
capacity to be kind and that has made me useful to those that suffer the subtle
torture of loss. As long as I never forget that he is part of me now, he is with me
at all times, I will be unable to waste the precious gift that life is. I can still see
him, lovely tousle haired boy, perched on a milk crate, beating my best on
my favourite pinball machine.

We are a triangle,
not a square,
not a rectangle.
Every word I write
holds both of you.
I am but one point
in this constellation
so out of this world.
Suicide, birth,
and me;
that makes three.
Belonging

Till we meet again - I love you.

to a shape
and being shaped
by everything

The handkerchief
Kayoh
There sits a blue checked handkerchief.
Used once.
A police officer told a young girl
her mother had passed away.
There were no tissues in the room.
He reached into his pocket,
pulled out a blue checked handkerchief
and gave it to the girl.
In the 6 years she’s had it,
it has never been washed.
To this day, he doesn’t know,
how much it means to her.
That blue checked handkerchief.
Used once.

that happens
within.
A solid structure,
ligaments interlocked.
Stronger than
a rectangle,
a triangle
will not collapse
under pressure.
I locate myself
in this shape;
husband, child
and me.
A prism to contain
the fractured light
of three.
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Nothing lasts forever

Life asks
Anna

Nothing lasts forever or ever stays the same
nothing is for certain but no one is to blame
how I miss you, loved one. How do I move on?
how can I be happy or accept that you are gone?
I wish that I could join you and be done with this life
but I can’t be the cause of more grief in the night
so wrap your wings around me, hold me safe and tight
‘cos nothing but my faith in love keeps me wanting life
you whisper to me get up and pour sunshine on the pain
nothing lasts forever and hope will come again
so even though I miss you, I’ll try to laugh before I cry
and make the most of every day I have before I die
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Marg
I am ME who can be difficult at times, as I tend to be serious minded about
many things. Others seem to whirl around me happily, leaving me with my
loneliness of grief, it’s not their issue.
Happiness surrounds me sometimes with my music, my wonderful cello
with its strong resonance, nature’s visions of a country paddock, sheep grazing,
the ocean sounds, the rocks gleaming in moonlight, Bonnie Tyler, absorbing
Yeats’ writings, he has such insight.
Cooking is my friend always giving me ideas, desires and inspirations.
But I miss the people who used to share with me their love of food and its
exhilarations, resulting in conversations that were fun.
Life is forever changing me, presenting new problems and surprises constantly.
Life asks a lot of me – my philosophy to this is to try to give back. I am
well, those who are unwell must be respected gently and kindly and listened to.
We don’t know how they feel mentally or physically.
I am still ME with these thoughts running around in my head, but I hope to
improve to a better me, where I can give my loved ones more love than perhaps
is given now as they are as important as the lost ones.
Being involved in giving helps me to remove myself from the AWFUL
which will never go away but gets me through a minute or whatever.
‘But I, being poor, have only my dreams;
I have spread my dreams under feet:
Tread softly, because you tread on my dreams.’ (William Butler Yeats)
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Haikus for you:

Besties
Tony
Fall through the abyss
Winter takes its icy hold
Eternity awaits.
Spring upon the hillside
Watching newborn foundlings play
Eagle soars above.
Birds muffled cry
Where do we go when we die?
Winters cold glare.
Mountain peaks surrounding
Whitecapped and holding to hope
Spring lingers on.
Sun summer hot dry
Where do we go when we die?
Knowledge eludes us.
Quiet soundless thoughts
Watching winter storm unfold
Survivor blossoms hide.
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Pamela
Oh!
I meant to tell you
about my new relationship.
Yeah, well we‘re inseparable, we’re Besties!
That’s ‘best friends’ in hip language.
We share a sense of humour
and laugh about the craziest things!
Having a healthy respect
and empathy
are high on our list.
Sometimes I just need space,
take time out, catch up with friends,
and that’s okay with Bestie.
Judgement or expectations
aren’t part of our relationship.
When I feel sad, I have a shoulder to cry on.
We are really good listeners,
we don’t let personal baggage stand in our way,
nor regrets.
We want to share our lives,
help others grow.
I love the closeness we share!
Nothing stays the same,
our relationship changes all the time.
This relationship has broadened my outlook,
I now have a different perspective on life.
Regrets I have them,
I can’t erase them,
but I can accept them for what they are now.
I love that we are fully in control of our relationship,
we steer the ship,
at a pace that is comfortable,
we don’t need a speed boat!
This relationship is filled with
wonders, hopes and dreams.
Oh!
I didn’t tell you his name.
It’s Grief.
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Are we afraid of death?

Girni
Tony

Watching summer sunsets
palm trees, coconuts and liquid green
sway to a tropical pace
gentle breeze, tranquil nights
a butterfly goes gliding by, and adds to
a mellowing that sinks deep within the soul.
Are we afraid of death?
Watching geckos on the bungalow wall
lazy movements, slow and conserving
they sit and sit and sit then feed
the butterfly non-deserving?
a natural occurrence one may say
as this is simply nature’s way.
Are we afraid of death?

Ann
High pressure hose
blows
grime, mould, debris
memory
from my mother’s tiles.
Layers
a chronology of biology
seasoned soot
ancient history made good.
Girni
powerful intention
pounds
life’s marks away

My time
Kieran

Seabirds still soar and swoop
tigers seek their prey
even geckos capture the unwary
and feast on whatever comes their way
so seasons come and seasons go
rivers rise and fall
we sit upon such a fragile rock
while the universe envelops us all.

What next can go wrong?
I have no control over crap that happens,
but in life I can control how I react.
I’m in charge of my anger, my thoughts,
all emotions that hurricane
through my turbulent mind
and I’ll decide how I’ll adjust.
If I want to sit and think,
that’s just what I’ll do,
spend time to allow my mind
be vacuumed of worthless anger and thoughts
that contribute nil.

Are we afraid of death?
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I am not a human
Ruby
I am not a human anymore
I am a half-human
I’m not a ghost, though
my hair is stringy and my voice
comes out in rasps
I drift from place to place
my hands shake constantly.
In my brief career as a waitress
I toppled garnishes, smashed plates
spilled soups, splashed sauces
and generally incurred the
wrath of the head chef.
I guess I’m a cat
addicted to catnip
can’t sleep without it
I guess I’m a cockroach
I scuttle around
now I’m caught in the spider’s web.
I used to be
teacher’s pet, drama geek
top 2%, editor-in-chief.
Now, an achievement is
sleep without waking
making it through the new
PJ Harvey CD
without going crazy.
Where were you the day Pina was released?
We would’ve sat in that cinema together
tears falling down our cheeks.
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I’ve always been a bit of a mess
now I’m a whole lotta mess
a stain spreading over the carpet
something heavy, like, red wine
I cannot be wiped up.
Or, I’m my own bedroom
after getting dressed to go out
I’m my clothes, unwanted, discarded
crumpled on the floor.
But, I’m the hands that pick them up,
feeling their warmth, their breath
smoothing out the creases before
hanging them back up safely
I’m also the body that wears them.
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The widow maker

and on

Marike

Tony
We do not understand Death at all. We struggle in so many ways with Life but
we often take living for granted. Death seems to frighten us. As a community
we shy away. Like a romantic movie we pretend it is not stalking each of us in
some form or another. We seem even more afraid of some types of death –
like suicide. We shun, we pretend, we close off discussion. But suicide, like all
Death is part of being human. It is part of the human condition and to ignore
it or pretend only gives it strength.
I want to explore Death - not in terms of dying just yet - for I will die, as
we all will die - but in contemplation and thought. In the same way I want to
explore Life because you cannot fully consider one without the other. Our
universe is governed by duality; hot/cold, good/bad, right/wrong and so on,
and the biggest duality is Life and Death. But in the reality of a non-linear
world, all is about movement and change. The tide comes in, the tide goes out,
the seasons turn and turn and turn. And in the yin and yang of duality one is
contained within the other and all is contained within the whole.
In such a world, there is no finality - there is only flow and transformation,
from Life to Death from Death to Life and on and on and on.
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Keith sat on the rough old rock and contemplated the tattered bark on the
ghost gums in front of him. It reminded him of his own hands, old and knarly
as a trunk. Grey veins swirling across dull shades of thin, peeling paper; pink,
white and yellow with the occasional brown mark.
The rock felt steely and cold. He shifted around trying to make himself
more comfortable, but Keith always felt uneasy at the beginning of his visits
without his son, the rock wasn’t to blame.
For twenty-two years he had returned, and while everything else around him
had changed, the rock was as cumbersome upon the earth as the first day he laid
his eyes upon it.
A sharp breeze rattled the leaves of the widow maker, the cruel joke that
stood tall and menacing behind Keith. Drawing his cardigan tightly to his chest
he glanced at the rocks around him. How familiar he had become with his son’s
neighbors, he thought.
Across the way were the Evans Family, two little boys and their Dad. Car
Crash. For the first five years Mrs. Evans had placed a night-light on the ground
for her boys, she was fearful the darkness would frighten them from sleep. They
had been there as long as his son had.
Directly to the right was Mrs. Catherine L Scott. Cancer. She had been around
for 11 years. Her daughter was in her early thirties now and seemed to visit less
frequently. He had enjoyed running into young Miss Scott. When they first met
she was the same age as his son had once been.
A bit further on was Mr. Jim Georgio. Heart Attack. 15 years ago, and to the
left his wife, Mrs. Lucy F Georgio. Heartache. She had joined him 12 years later.
Mrs. Georgio had once told Keith she would go to the left, as it was the same
way they had slept for over 50 years.
Then there was Mr. W F Walker. Pneumonia. Mrs. Rita Hester. Heart Disease.
Little Lola Graham. SIDs, and two empty spaces for her parents who were yet
to come. He knew all their families to various degrees and had enjoyed short
moments perched upon the granite rocks cast in the shadows of the gums.
Learning about their lives; learning about their deaths. Life and death; hope and
despair. It just wasn’t possible to have one without out the other, he thought.
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Keith pulled his soggy straz and sauce sandwiches out of his pocket and
unwrapped one of them for his son. Mr. Michael K Jones. Suicide. ‘Well son, it
looks like it’s just you and me for lunch today’.
He knew eventually the Magpies would come and take what was on offer.
Or, as with everything else around him, the bread would slowly seep back in to
the earth to find some other form. He ran his hand over the cool jagged surface
of his son’s rock with its square brass inscription. But not you, he thought. No,
these rocks were a wonderful permanence for all eternity.

Whatever
Tony
I express my despair.
I also express my hope.
For in this mystery of life
I continue to hold on to my knowing:
‘Life is larger than death
Spirit and connection always remain.
I will not hide from the memories
For I seek courage in the pain’.

Fleeting moments
Kieran
Relive those beautiful moments
like photos in my head.
The vivid images, sounds and warm smiles pop into my head uninvited
I greet them willingly
though framed with a touch of sadness.
In a quick fleeting moment the visit is over and has left my headspace
without a goodbye, just as it really happened.
Pop into my head any time and we’ll share a moment a treasured memory, a loving
thought or whatever
Till the next time, whenever, wherever.
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Hope?

A.D.

Marg

Kayoh
Hope, this eternal word is here
haunts me each waking day with force
please leave me
I cannot manage you

When the world comes to an end
be it earthquake, asteroid or aliens,
it will mean anarchy and discord.
There will be no second chance.
It will be the end of the human race.
When the world comes to an end,
whether it’s the earth or our galaxy,
a bigger force will carry on,
the universe will carry on.
As if our apocalypse never happened.

in my times of working
in my time of ‘cello-ing’
I am free, I don’t need you
you must be there as I perform well.
Unknown to me, I AM your friend
as I struggle, I guess I must know you.

When her world came to an end,
suffocation, fire and overdose,
it meant agony and distress.
There was no second chance.
The end of my mother.
The end of my family.
A bigger force carried on,
The entire world carried on.
As if her apocalypse never happened.

Hope, who left my girl
you did not stay with her
I guess patience and perseverance
are my friends, to follow hope.

When my world comes to an end,
be it disease, accident or suicide.
It will mean anguish and despair
I will not get a second chance.
It will be the end of me.
Whether it’s in the day or at night.
A bigger force will carry on.
As if my apocalypse never happened.

Life, love and loss
Pamela

Kieran
Loving thoughtful child
Fun loving talented rebellious teen
A destiny fulfilled
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The sun is rising, giving a warm comfort
providing solace, reminiscing memories
of a love lost forever.
A new embrace,
is waiting for me, reaching out,
grasping life, creeping
towards healing, and life as it is.
Anticipating the future, pondering its way
life shows its colours, as it’s passing my way.
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Beneath the surface
Ann
Water covers a lot of secrets. My aunt, Cissy, went missing nine years ago; went
off in her car and we never heard from her again. Their son Ricky had killed
himself the year before and Aunt Cissy never got over that. Seemed all the
crying she’d done shrunk her; made her dehydrated. That’s how I remember
her: withered, like an old tree starved of water.
The day Aunt Cissy went missing was a stinker—the temperature reached
41 degrees. Uncle Jack had been cutting bullocks at the back paddock all day
and when he returned home, she and the Holden utility were gone. No note,
no clue as to where she had gone. At first he thought she had gone into town
or to visit a neighbour, but when she didn’t return by 11 that night, he knew
something really bad had happened. He could feel it; his heart beat fast, at fever
pitch, just as it had when he found his son, strung up on the bough of the old
willow down at the pig pen.

I didn’t want to, but I knew I had to. Next morning I swam over that muddy
tepid liquid, dived down and secured a rope to the Holden’s bull bar. I thought
my chest would burst with the thumping inside it. Uncle Jack stood silently as
Constable Piece winched out the rusty metal carcass and as the water leached
from it, we saw her, head forward in the driver’s seat, miraculously intact.
I held my uncle close. Tears that had been stuck inside him during all that
time of not knowing trickled out, slowly at first, then a torrent, onto the bank
of the lake. When it was over he seemed taller. Not so hunched. There was
colour in his face and his eyes were the dancing sparkling blue I remembered
them to be.

Uncle Jack rang his daughter and then the police.
Three months of searching resulted in naught. The family put up posters of
Aunt Cissy in town and on the internet. ‘Missing. Have you seen this woman?
’The ‘not knowing’ gnawed away at my uncle’s spirit. Imagination can be cruel:
the hoping and wondering and conjuring of explanations. Uncle Jack’s mind
clung to hope—that one day his wife would walk through the door again. But
as the years rolled by he accepted she was most likely dead even though she
was still classified as a missing person. Like most farmers, he was a realist. He
knew she was gone forever and that the only thing missing was her body and
his ability to put her to rest in the cemetery.
If it wasn’t for the drought that followed, Aunt Cissy would still be in that
murky water. I was helping Uncle Jack over the summer holidays and on our
way back from town one moonlight night, we saw something shining on the
lake’s surface. A shiver rippled over my skin and the feeling of clammy dread
followed us into the house and to our beds.
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Renewed

Hope is

Lynne

Pamela
Aeons pass immersed in sticky gum,
feet trapped on flypaper inert.
Sluggishly my battered psyche quivers.
A tenuous flicker trembles in the dark
nauseating tomb of my existence.
My muscles ease in the warmth of the sun.
The sand is hot and rough between my toes.
I sense your presence everywhere.
Once more you are a part of me, my child.
I shared your road, the best and worst.
Your love burnished my days with gold.
Death shall not steal that gift from me.
Hope lifts her fragile head as I’m renewed.

to find the ingredients for life
a vision for a happy childhood
praying for a miracle
a thought, that a tragedy has been a dream
thinking daybreak will null the anguish
for understanding and tolerance to find me
believing nightfall brings stillness to the mind
a wish for cleansing waters to soothe me
gaining peace from treasured memories.
Hope is a recipe for healing.

Seasons

Hope

Penny

Harry
Healing my mind from within
Overflowing my waking moments with positivity
Placing myself first in the queue for magic
Exorcising the demons that would kill me.

Spring in the vineyard
cold winds, frost, turn green buds brown
anxiety rules.
Summer brings full leaf
inflorescences and flowers
burgeoning of fruit
April, sticky month
pink juice flows, grapes fill my mouth
leaves senesce, and fall
Hibernation, peace.
stillness metamorphosis
hope anew, for spring
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Enough freedom to dream
Elizabeth
When people are suicidal they don’t have the freedom to dream.
It was a windy wet July morning as Andy walked down to the police station.
‘This is my Dad’s photo,’ he told the policewoman. ‘Herbie Tongs. He didn’t
come home last night. He’s usually home by 12.30, when the pub turfs him out.
It’s not like him not to come home.’
The policewoman showed him into a sparsely furnished room with a cheap
forlorn aura.
‘I’m afraid we have bad news for you, Andy. Your father has passed away.’
‘What??!’ Andy was on his feet, his hand tearing wildly at the front of his hair.
‘Your father has passed away,’ she repeated.
‘How can you know it’s my Dad?’ Andy barked.
‘He has the same face as your photo,’ she said. ‘I’m so sorry, Andy. It looks
like suicide.’
‘How can you know that?’ asked Andy, sick to his stomach.
‘We found a note next to his body. It appears that he shot himself.’ She
passed him the note. ‘I’m afraid we’ll need it back for the Coroner.’
Andy recognised Herbie’s familiar handwriting:‘Sick of this world. Hate myself. Hate my drinking. Can’t stop. It’s never
going to change. My psychiatrist is shit. Sorry, Andy, to do this to you. I can’t
see my life ever changing, Andy. Goodbye, Son. Don’t drink eh, son?’
Tears slowly fell down Andy’s quiet cheeks. He didn’t know which the hell
way to go.

kept his promise to himself, not to light up again. He remembered how Herbie
would always be a bit put out.
‘Herbie, you’re back with me, mate, aren’t you?’
The image of Herbie’s twinkling grin as he caught his first tiny cod, then
unhooked and tossed it back in, flooded through Andy’s brain. He imagined his
Dad was there next to him, puffing away as his ciggy lolled at a terrible angle
but somehow managed to stay put in Herbie’s mouth.
Andy had at last found freedom enough to dream. His lips quivered and a
great wave of relief flooded over him as the tears coursed down his cheeks.

Six months later, Andy walked with his fishing rod to the fishing hole where he
and Herbie had reeled a few in together, a thousand times. For four months he
hadn’t been able to return and risk feeling the heartache of being there alone.
The warm sunshine caressed his hair and licked around his collar like an old
faithful dog. He could feel Herbie’s presence, see the excited glint in Herbie’s
eyes as they’d sauntered along to their favourite spot under the old river red gum.
Herbie would light a cigarette and try to give one to Andy, but Andy had
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The swimmer

Drummer

Ann

Alex
Like a game of hide-and-seek the child searches
her bedroom, rifling through piles of soft toys,
moving books, and scattering clothes on the
floor. Puzzled, she stops still, and appeals
to her mum for help in finding her little toy drum.
She longs to bang-bang-bang on the top of the toy,
a baby’s hand against the taut skin of a pregnant belly.
Boom-boom-boom, the steady heartbeat of a mother
sustaining an unborn child, when its father is lost to despair.
There is a different look about the girl now, knowing
that the toy drum is not just missing, or broken, but gone.
As time teaches her about the injustice of loss
let her strike and crash, make brilliant and primitive noise
so that she may find her peace in the world.

How do you do it?
Pushing through icy wash
incoming and outgoing tides
expelling what devours you
with every breath
the storm finds peace
salty womb, weightless and silent
worry at bay
keeping you alive
I watch you from the sand
admiring your strength
your character
your strokes
your endurance
the whale submerged
then blowing
effervescent escape
From Doctor Storm’s currents
synthetic chemical compounds
neuron turbulence
begin their surge on shore
unfathomable abyss
adrift
until the next dip
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Death and the dog

Let me shed my tears
Anna

Kieran

I hear the dog and I know you’re there
it’s all dark now but I feel your stare
you smile at me but I want to fight
so fuck off death, it’s not your night

They come to my eyes but falter there
an inner secret stranded where
I let no one in to see my hurt, my fears
a broken heart but still no tears.

there once was nothing but teeth of the dog
I felt scared, I was lost in the fog
but I won’t go quietly into the night
there are things to live for now I feel alright

I long for tears like torrential rain
to clear the air and cleanse this pain
tears for you and all your notions
bring on my tears like a swelling ocean.
Emotional strain, stress and grief
let the psychic motion bring relief
nurse this wound cut so deep
unwind my soul and let me weep.

howl all you want, I’ll make you wait
I’ll die when it’s my time, not when you dictate
I won’t give in, I will not kneel
so put down your scythe, call the dog to heel

I unveil my plight with one who cared
conscious of the burden shared
tears of love and joy and gain
I long to shed those tears again.

you think you’ll win with creeping glee
but shut your mouth, you won’t get me
I will stay strong and wait for the light
so fuck off death, you’ve lost this fight.
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Warm bodies

On day two hundred and twenty:
Ruby

On day zero:
She wakes up and pushes his body away. She pulls the covers over her head and
waits for the pain to fade.
On day seven:
She refuses to shower. She leaves her robe on and sits for a long time with her
tea. She watches the people going past her but they’re only on the periphery.

She wakes up and sees his curved back next to her. She runs her hands over
his warm back. She has a moment of pleasure when she realises she must have
slept. Even for just a couple of hours.
On day three hundred and fifteen:
She wakes up and sees him facing her. She touches his cheeks, his hair, his smile.
She sits up and feels his arms stretch out towards her.
It’s easier to get out of bed, knowing there are pillows to fall back on.

On day thirty:
She realises it’s been a month without sleep. Their bodies have slumped further
apart in the bed. He says:
‘When will we be we again?’
‘Honey, you know when you’re depressed you can’t employ the future tense.’
Is her reply.
On day eighty-two:
She’s back from the doctor with a happy packet of pills in her back pocket. She
gives him a hug when she walks through the door. It’s a fleeting squeeze but it’s
more action than he’s seen in a while.
On day one hundred and three:
She’s wearing lipstick. She pouts her perfect poppy lips but doesn’t let them be
kissed. The next morning the couch still holds the shape of her body that lay
there sleepless.
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BIOS
Alex: Alexandra Aulich is mum to daughter Esther. They lost Damien,
husband and father, in 2008. Esther came into the world 8 weeks after his
suicide.
Ann: Ann Scally lost her sister, Jane Scally, in 2002 and her husband, Brian
Stegley, in 2003. Ann works as a writer of life stories.
Anna: Anna Connell is a nurse and teacher and married to supporting husband
Pat. In 2007 Anna lost her dad, Kevin Price. He was a great father and teacher.
Elizabeth: Elizabeth Palazzi is the proud mother of two very wonderful
women, one is Ixia Palazzi who suicided at age 29 in 2010. ‘I will love and miss
you Ix forever.’
Gillian: Gillian Coates is the mother of 3 daughters and grandmother to 8. She
is a talented artist and teaches art to young people. Gillian lost her youngest
daughter Siobhan to suicide in 2009.
Harry: James ‘Harry’ Ward was born last century in Stratford Upon Avon,
Warwickshire. ‘My oldest son Jeremy took his own life in 2008; he was an enigma.
I continue to believe that life is truly miraculous and not for the faint hearted.’
Kayoh: Katherine O’Neill is 21 years old and a social work student. She lost
her mother to suicide in February 2006.
Kieran: Kieran Largey is an Irish born father and Victoria Police officer. He
is married with two children and lost his loving son Sean to suicide on 22
December 2009 as a result of depression.
Louise: Louise Flynn has been the Co-ordinator of Support After Suicide for
just over 7 years. She was responsible for setting up the project with Rebecca
Lister and was a member of the steering committee for Nothing prepared me for
this.
Lynne: Lynne Hayes migrated to Australia from South Africa in 2008 to join
her family. She lost her eldest son Antony Clive Hayes on 2 May 2011.
Marike: Marike Jo Knight lost her father David Knight in January 2010. Marike
has since been dedicated to helping people better understand suicide and its wide
ranging effects.
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Marg: Marg Cameron is mother to 5 daughters and grandmother to 10 and
works with sick children. She lost her brave and gentle Felicity to suicide in
1998; then her eldest Meaghan, who mothered all her sisters, to cancer in 2006.
They died on the same day, within the same hour of their passing.
Martin: Martin Ryan is a counsellor/community educator at Support After
Suicide. He was a member of the steering committee for the Nothing prepared
me for this project and primary support worker for all workshops. He also
facilitated the evaluation component of the project and provided ongoing
support to Rebecca Lister.
Pamela: Pamela Janssen works in the area of student health and wellbeing in
a state primary school. She believes the opportunity to be part of this writing
project has been pivotal in her healing journey. Pamela dedicates her writing to
the memory of her son Timothy.
Penny: Penny Gibson is a Melbourne writer who has rediscovered her voice
through participating in this program. The pieces included here are to honour
her son Will, who died in 2007.
Rebecca: Rebecca Lister is a playwright, dramaturge, director and performer.
She was the instigator of Nothing prepared me for this and the artistic facilitator
and director of the project. She lost her brother Michael to suicide in 1994.
www.rebeccalister.com.au
Ruby: Ruby Brunton spent her childhood hiding under dressing tables refusing
to go on stage but as an adult, she has found a way back to her parents through
writing, directing and performing. See text at www.notesforasong.wordpress.com;
images at www.armoramour.tumblr.com
Tony: Tony Gee lost his youngest daughter Nellie to suicide in 2005. He has
since established the Life Is…Foundation www.lifeis.org.au and now works in
the area of suicide prevention/postvention.
Steering Committee: Louise Flynn, Tony Gee, Martin Ryan and Rebecca
Lister.
Editorial Committee: Penny Gibson, Ruby Brunton, Marike Jo Knight, James
‘Harry’ Ward, Martin Ryan and Rebecca Lister.
Guest writing tutors: Alicia Sometimes, Sophie Cunningham, Terry Jaensch
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